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Highlights for Childrenâ€™s often-imitated, never-equaled Hidden Pictures puzzles have delighted

children&#151;and adults&#151;for over 67 years. This engaging series brings an exciting new

element to everyoneâ€™s favorite puzzle. Each book is filled with vibrant full-color Hidden Pictures

puzzles, plus classic black-and-white puzzles with a special bonus&#151;12 pages of colorful

stickers to mark the hidden objects! An unbeatable combination for Hidden Pictures fans

everywhere!
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My 3-yr-old granddaughter loves the Hidden Pictures WITH STICKERS activity puzzles! They

genuinely keep her entertained and engaged for hours, and each new page is a new adventure.

We've tried the hidden pictures without stickers, but they simply can't compare with the extra level of

entertainment the stickers provide. , by far, offers the best price and choice on these, allowing you

to pick and choose among the individual books verses having to buy a set.

My son loves these, he is 4 but his cousin like to play with him up to the age of 12. The sticks and

pencil search is nice for variety. We like him to use a crayon or pencil to practice writing ( fine motor

skill) but the stickers give him a break too.



So excited to get this for my 5 year old. He has a couple of these that are smaller that he received in

the mail randomly and he absolutely loves Highlights Hidden Pictures. This book is much larger than

I was expecting (meaning, more pages) and he is thrilled with it! Such a great purchase!

This magazine was a bit old for my 5-yr. old grandson, but once I explained the stickers for the

hidden pictures, he was excited. He's still a little young and it will take awhile for him to go through it,

but he was thrilled that he got the same thing his older brother got.

I have a 3- and a 4-year-old. They both LOVE this book. The 3yo did not get how to use the

stickers, but the 4yo got it with some help initially. We've had this book for months, and each kid still

gets it out at least once a week. Plenty of pages. This is a great activity for them to do alone,

together, or with a parent. This goes with us to waiting rooms - helps pass the time.

our 4 year old really enjoys these books. the sticker pages are her favorite. we would highly

recommend.

these are fun - my grandchildren are having alot of fun with these - a good quite time activity

Entertained my 5 year old during 2 very long plane flights. Worth the price!
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